A quantitative validation of fluorophore-labelled cell-permeable peptide conjugates: fluorophore and cargo dependence of import.
Cell-permeable peptides were evaluated for a quantitatively controlled import of small molecules. The dependence of the import efficiency on the fluorophore, on the position of the fluorophore as well as on the nature of the cargo were addressed. Cellular uptake was quantitated by flow cytometry and fluorescence correlation microscopy (FCM). Fluorophores with different spectral characteristics, covering the whole visible spectral range, were selected in order to enable the simultaneous detection of several cell-permeable peptide constructs. The transcytosis sequences were based either on the sequence of the Antennapedia homeodomain protein (AntpHD)-derived penetratin peptide or the Kaposi fibroblast growth factor (FGF)-derived membrane translocating sequence (MTS)-peptide. In general, the AntpHD-derived peptides had a three- to fourfold higher import efficiency than the MTS-derived peptides. In spite of the very different physicochemical characteristics of the fluorophores, the import efficiencies for analogues labelled at different positions within the sequence of the import peptides showed a strong positive correlation. However, even for peptide cargos of very similar size, pronounced differences in import efficiency were observed. The use of cell-permeable peptide/cargo constructs for intracellular analyses of structure-function relationships therefore requires the determination of the intracellular concentrations for each construct individually.